COMMENTS

Jody -

Attached are two additional comments that arrived late in the US mail. I was going to reject them as too late until this morning, when our e-mail system became unclogged. I received three e-mails sent last Monday, including two public comments and one unrelated message from Lila King of CBFO.

People have commonly faxed or e-mail comments to NMED by the deadline, following up with originals in the mail later. If we received something other than the original by the deadline, we simply attached the front sheet (fax or e-mail) to the original upon receipt and put that in our files.

Attached to the comments are the detailed e-mail headers indicating our server did indeed receive the comments on time. This is analogous to our mail room having acknowledged receipt of a letter but failing to forward it to me in a timely fashion - our fault, not the sender's. Thus, I have decided that we will consider these comments along with the others I sent you last Tuesday. Call with questions.

Attachments were 4/20/01 comments from CARD and Nuclear Watch.